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About This Game

Metal Drift is a vehicular sport combat game set in a distant future. As the player, you command an agile, high powered hover
tank in a futuristic sports arena. Core game play centers on intense tank-on-tank multiplayer team combat seen through an
immersive, first person cockpit. Layered on this is a goal-oriented game type that allows for high level strategy and team

dynamics. Players can level up to unlock new ranks, weapons, and upgrades.

Each weapon and upgrade is specifically designed and balanced to allow different styles of play. Pair up the Stealth upgrade and
the Shock Cannon to uncloak behind an enemy player and unload a devastating blow before disappearing again. Or choose the
Sensor upgrade to see where all the nearby players are, and the Temporal Cannon to shoot them through walls! There are 56

possible combinations – choose whichever suits your strategy.

Multiplayer team-based vehicular combat
5 Different arenas featuring multiple levels and boost tunnels
Persistent leveling system – level-up to unlock new weapons and upgrades
Stats and Leaderboards
56 Different tank configurations
18 Steam Achievements, with more coming soon!
Unique energy management system – accumulate energy and then distribute it to weapons or use it to gain a speed boost!
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Fantastic game!. Coming at this from the original version: I've got the physical board game, KS'd both expansions. Love the
series, so I'm biased. This scratches the boardgame itch completely - it's a great representation! For players new to the game,
like most 4x games, there's a lot to take in, but the way things are displayed and work out seems to make sense. You can access
the boardgame's rules online for a MUCH more thorough understanding (search for it on boardgamegeek.com or nskn's
website).
 While the tutorial might not explain everything, it's a work in progress and completely worth the effort. If the video game does
you well, the board game is great for getting a group of friends involved in the physical realm. Highly recommend both!. Pretty
bland. I have over 5000 hours on this awesome game. This game has seen so many publishers who have all failed and burned the
ground (I mean even a damn private server managed to do better than official publishers..), this new publisher isnt an exception.
Get ready to empty your wallet cause if youre not spending 50euros/month youre not gonna advance much, thats sad but true. I
rate it 10/10

PS let this game die already. Fantastic FPS, that I remember spending weeks playing when it first came out. This is the game
that a lot of current FPS games learned some of their tricks from. The Campaign is fun, each mission is really long and broken
up into usually 4 parts. There are not that many missions, but honestly the story gets told well, and I think there are enough
missions to suit it. Some of the missions are fun enough to replay a few times, especially the defense segments, which this game
excels at. Between Remote Control Droens, to Auto-Turrets, and stationary weapons you can place like the rail gun; you can
have a lot of fun on these missions, and others.

The multiplayer used to be fantastic, huge battlegrounds with jets, tanks, drones, and soldiers thrown into the mix made for
some seriusly intense battles. Sadly this game doesn't have online multiplayer servers anymore, although there are some work-
arounds if you can find the people to play with, and I know this game has a growing community here on Steam.

Buy this game for its fantastic story and fun missions, consider the multiplayer a bonus if you are able to play it.. Very bad
game. Wish deer hunting games where good like they used to be. The maps are very limited, you have to stay on the path. It is
not fun. I would like to be able to walk around. You can tell the game was designed to be used with a controller and not a key
board and mouse. It is very clunky to use the user interface. I feel they missed the hunting game play and messed up the menus.
Wish I would have saved my money.. I enjoyed the game, and feel like I got what I payed for, but there are other better options.
It's particularly disappointing that the really great parts of the game are ruined by clunky interface and game mechanics that feel
half-finished.

This a has a lot of unique features that work well (office layout, MMO system), but unfortunately most of the other features feel
unfinished or bugged. For example, one of the obstacles you have to overcome is limited space, since spreading your team
across multiple buildings gives a penalty. This is fine, but the option to move teams to different offices is bugged and the game
provides no tools to figure out who needs to be placed where or what team they are on. On top of that, it feels like you should be
able to subdivide a team into different departments with their own managers (art department, sound department, etc.) but this is
not a feature. It's also frustrating that different buildings are treated as independent studios, rather than part of a larger campus.
(You can't, say, build a kitchen in one building to be available to all buildings.)

There are also a ton of QOL features that really need to be implemented (though there are already many optional ones that help
a lot) like automatic sequel naming and repeat marketing. Game reviews are essentially mandatory reading, but there's no option
to automatically read them and it's possible to accidentally miss them. Many of your team's skill are hidden beneath dialogue
options (basically everything the manager actually does) in a way that doesn't really mesh with the rest of the game. UI for
placing and moving items is inconsistent. UI categories are confusing (rival companies are listed under the build menu?). It
doesn't help that most, if not all of these, have been brought up on the forum but never addressed.
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I'd recommend the game if I thought there was any chance any of this would be fixed, but it doesn't look like that will happen.
As it is, it feels like a good core game but plays like an unfinished early access game.. To make it simple, Monster Challenge
Circus is probably the game that depicts hell in the most convincing way :

-clunky camera control
-confusing spell selection
-unintuitive mission objectives
-oversimplistic combat system
-glitchy gameplay\/cutscene transitions
-horrible use of film grain, if not the worst in video game history

As a demon that lust for revenge you must make your way through 4 levels that will take less than 1 hour to complete, even with
trial and error.

To make things even worse, the story revolves around a father-son relationship that is strangely reminiscent of Freud's oedipus
complex. How awkward could it get?

To be honest, it is quite disappointing that Monster Challenge Circus turned out as an unfinished product since it had some
potential. Imagine a game like Sanity : Aiken's Artefact but with a Thrill Kill\/Silent Hill twist. This is what the game could have
been.

Here is the full playthrough :
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mPZ7_dQnDY4

Rating :
1.0 \/ 10. Thought the game would be really good watching the trailers but the method in which to progress through gates is
often very unclear. Left me wandering around aimlessly, sweeping each area I had been to as if I had forgot something. Quit in
the end.. STEAM GREENLIGHT LUL
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This game has potential BUT it was never completed...
The multiplayer feature is bugged just like the purpose of the game itself (to kill bugs).
Don't waste your time and\/or money on this game.
. This is a fun FPS that is reminiscent of the Battlefield franchise (though not as good)
Pros:
- Good variety of weapons and equipment
- A nice selection of drivable and flyable vehicles
- Campaign is fun and engaging with multiple mission types
- In most mission you get backup and don't have to run it solo
- The AI is acceptable

Cons:
- Campaign is too short
- Online future doesn't work anymore
- Compatibility issues
- Story is generic and hollow

Also, don't forget about the bonus mission that you can unlock in game!
. It's pretty dank. MONDAY MONDAY MONDAY!. First close combat game after my many FPSs. Good scenary, but
sometimes an early chapter can meet very tricks monsters.. This is an interesting game with a great style, intriguing concept, and
good execution. For the low price and the non-profit effort it supports, seems like a great deal.. downloaded game, play game,
repeatedly get jump scared by that damn fax machine, navigate through repetitive menu options to find the right answer,
uninstall game
0\/10. na na na na na TRAP GRIL its a nice and cool looking dlc for 1$ its a nice deal but i would loved it even more if there
was a level with it. Not normally the type of game I would play, but I love ferrets and thought it was cute.

I will update this review as I progress.
1 hour - 3\/5 stars: I am enjoying it's simplicity, and relaxing effect of zipping around on the high seas while conducting
business. There is VERY little UI and everything is pretty cut and dry. Currently sailing from island to island doing random
tasks. Haven't encountered much of any action, just casual sailing. Add multiplayer eventually please, even if it's buggy and
terrible, it will open up a world of silliness.
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